
Wye Valley Experience
Workshop Prices

Please note that the following prices are a guide assuming 
bolts aren’t rusted or seized etc. If we come up against these 
issues we will contact you if your estimate has been effected.

Before any work takes place we will assess the bike and give 
you an estimate based on the work needed. The following 
prices are only labour prices and does not include parts.

Job Price

Bike Builds
Complete boxed bike, adjust and safety check £50.00

Build from new components £100.00

Build from existing components - moving existing components onto new 
frame. Price includes cleaning and inspecting.

£140.00

Bike servicing
Full service - Every component removed from frame, cleaned and 
serviced.

£140.00

Brakes
Fit new inner and outer cable and adjust. £15.00 Per brake 

Fit new inner and outer cable and adjust. (Internally routed) £20.00 Price may vary based on the bike

Replace pads and adjust £10.00 Per brake

Hydraulic brake bleed. Includes fluid £20.00 Per brake

Drivetrain
Bottom bracket - chase frame tread £10.00 Does not include removal of chainset

Bottom bracket - face frame £10.00 Does not include removal of chainset

Bottom bracket - fit new bottom bracket £20.00 From 

Fit Cassette/Freewheel £10.00

Fit new Chain £7.50

Fit new crankset on existing bottom bracket £20.00

Gears
Adjustment (indexing) £1.00 Per gear I.e £10 for 10 speed

Fit new Mech - front or rear £15.00

Full cable replacement - inner and outer including indexing. £15.00 Per mech

Full cable replacement - inner and outer including indexing and re tape 
bars.

£20.00 Per mech

Steering 
Adjust headset £6.00

Fit new handlebars £20.00

Fit new handlebars and re tape £25.00

Replace stem with removable faceplate £10.00

Replace stem without removable faceplate £20.00
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Fit new headset £20.00

Preparing for headset fitting - involve facing and reaming head tube so the 
headset is a perfect fit.

£15.00

Service headset - strip, inspect, replace bearings as necessary and re 
grease.

£20.00

Wheels
Fit new tyre £10.00 Per tyre

Fit new tubeless tyre. £15.00 Per tyre

Freehub service - strip clean and lubricate £20.00

Hub adjustment - adjust cones to remove play. £10.00 Per hub

Hub service - strip, clean replace bearings and re grease. £25.00 Per hub

Fit new innertube £10.00 Per wheel

Spoke replacement on front wheel- replace, true and tension £15.00

Spoke replacement on rear wheel- replace, true and tension £20.00

True and tension wheel £15.00

Re dish wheel £25.00

Wheel build £35.00 From
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